
Vampire Lord Invented by Sation 

 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN Ruins 

FREQUENCY Very Rare (probably only when the DM is in a bad mood) 

ORGANIZATION Solitary 

ACTIVITY CYCLE Night (Any) 

DIET The fear of their enemies 

INTELLIGENCE Godlike (25) 

TREASURE 5*H, 3*G, 3*A, 5*U 

ALIGNMENT Chaos (its one that seems real) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NO. APPEARING 1 

ARMOR CLASS See Below 

MOVEMENT 40, fl 100 (A) 

HIT DICE 300 hp + special 

THAC0 See Below 

NO. OF ATTACKS 3 and special 

DAMAGE/ATTACK 5-30/5-30/2-40/2-12 

SPECIAL ATTACKS Energy drain, terror, see below 

SPECIAL DEFENSES +3 or better to hit, see below 

MAGIC RESISTANCE 70 % + special 

SIZE L (14’) 

MORALE Fanatic (18) 

XP VALUE 200.000 

 

Of all the creatures that ever walked the earth, this is the most fearsome of all. 

It is the raw essence of chaos. It is shaped as a big black ghost, it’s body is so black, that it will absorb all light within a 

20 feet radius. 

In it’s big black skull, two red glowing eyes stare at it’s victim, and tell it that its only hope is to pray and fight like a 

devil. 

 

COMBAT 

Anyone who sees a Vampire Lord, must immediately make a morale cheek (PC’s and their like are exceptions, but those 

who are clever enough,  run away anyway) to see if they flee in panic until they are unable to run any longer. If they are 

within 30´, they must make a saving throw vs. paralyzation to avoid being stunned and unable to move as long as they 

are within range.  

If they are within 10´ , they must make a Con check every round to avoid suffering 1d10 damage each round,  and a 

further loss of 1 point temporary in a random ability each round.  

As if this shouldn’t be enough for a man to lose courage, the total number of damage inflicted by the Vampire lord in 

close combat will raise its own amount of hp with no upper limit. This extraordinary hp is permanent until they are lost 

by wounding.  

The Vampire Lord can also use it’s tail which deals 2-12 points in damage, additionally it also drains 3 levels. If a 

person is brought to 0 level and killed this way, he will raise as a normal vampire the following night at midnight totally 

under the lord’s command.  

In additional to this, many spells heal the vampire instead of harming it. Some of these spells are:  all necromantic spells 

which will heal the Vampire Lord to 300hp. If already higher, it will heal it α * dice 20 where α is the level of the spell 

(α d20). All spells which use raw magic energy like Magic Missile, Disintegration and even Spellfire will heal it α * 

dice 8 where α is the level of the spell/level of  Spellfire used (α d8). The healed points from both necromantic and raw 

magical attacks, work as if the lord himself had drained them, if you already have forgotten that they where permanent. 

There is also a lot of magical effects which the Vampire Lord is immune to, like heat, cold, acid, water and their like. It 

is immune to all kinds of charm, command and hold effects like all other undeads, but all Divination, Sleep and Stasis 

like abilities are also not effective against it. In fact, the only thing it is vulnerable to, is electricity (but this will also 

strike twice as hard as it normally would), and physical attacks from magical weapons, but it is only the magical part of 

the weapon that will cause damage (ex., a +5 longsword will deal 5 points of damage to the Vampire Lord, no matter 

how strong the wielder might be (if a special power, like a vorpal sword´s is used, consider them against the Vampire 

Lords immunities to see if they are effective). In case of the Vorpal Sword it will function normally, since it is not 

indestructible. 

The Vampire Lord also has a lot of immunities to natural things, some of these things are: diseases, age, all of the 

elements except lightning ( even plasma are non effective, in fact, all antimatter will heal it like a necromancer spell ).  



The Vampire Lord has a base AC -7 and a base thac0 of -5, for every started cluster of 100 hp. Beyond 300 it get a -1 to 

its AC and thac0 (a Vampire Lord with 401 hp would have a AC of -9 and a thac0 of  -7). 

Whenever a creature with a Chaotic alignment (even elves are effected) comes within 100 yards of the lord, they must be 

careful not to look directly (the trick with the mirror will work just fine) at the darkness that surrounds the lord, or they 

will be forced to make an ego test like the one used in case with an intelligent weapon (to this, the Vampire Lord has an 

ego of  36 +1 for every 10 hp) or be forced to do ANYthing to protect their lord, even if the lord hits this person, their 

only concern will still be to protect the lord at any cost (when players encounter any creatures under their lord’s 

command, they will discover that they never flee when they fail their morale check, instead they will go into a desperate 

berserker (Berserk) rage where they will get +20 hp, +5 thaco, -2 ac, +5 on all saving throws, immunity to any form of 

command and charm (except for the lord´s). In addition to this, charmed creatures are immune to all damaging effects of 

the lord’s aura. 
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knows all common and uncommon spells in the world and it will know many of the rare ones,  even some unique spells 

too (what a great way to introduce some of your own homemade spells ). All these spells the lord won’t have to 

remember, it can just cast them as if the where all memorized. 

The last attack it has, is a Chaos Bolt from which it can draw the essence of chaos from itself and shoot it at others. 

Whenever it uses this attack, it can deal as many points of damage as it desires (with no saving throws allowed), but 

when it does that, it will lower his own hp by the half of that number. 

 

HABITAT/SOCIETY  

This fearsome creature lives in abandoned ruins and old unused dungeons. Here it has created a little society of its own, 

with itself as the ruler of all kind of undead and chaotic creatures that acts as it’s loyal subjects. It is much up to the DM 

to place these creatures there, cause it can develop into an entire new adventure. But always remember that only chaotic 

creatures will “serve” it because all other creatures will either be eaten by his subjects or just slain by the lord himself 

for the fun of it. 

 

ECOLOGY 

As far as the leading experts is concerned, the Vampire Lord is a product of a rift in time and space, since they often 

appear where much teleportation or timetravel activity has taken place. Another theory is, that it is a Vampire which 

have made some kind of arcane ritual to reach these enormous levels of power. I guess no one know for sure and 

probably never will. 

 


